
Haringey Cycling Campaign, meeting minutes 14.11.16 
 

Present: Selena Calder, Andrew Rendle, Adam Coffman, Ross Alexander, Grant Gahagan, Sally Morshead, Michael 

Poteliakhoff, Imelda O’Brien, Toby Edwards, Sinead Burke 

 

1. A10 High Road Bruce Grove town centre improvements 

 

MP will respond to TfL consultation, to object to the loss of existing LCN St Loys crossing refuge and proposed pinch 

point. Public drop in Tue 22nd Nov 5.30 meet TfL. 639 enterprise centre High Rd. EB will try to attend.  

 

2. How is CS1 performing  

 

A few of us will ride Haringey section and report. SC will propose dates for an 8.30start. 

 

3. Green Lanes Traffic Study Consultation initial results 

 

Gary Smith of LBH has told AC he is working on a 2-way scheme for Tottenham lane existing 1-way section and there 

are sketch proposals for a W bound segregated cycle lane on Turnpike Lane W from Wightman Rd. 

 

Re Wightman Rd it was agreed the pinch points must go. Filtering ladder roads at the lane a possibility but would 

increase travel distances for residents traveling E/W. Pavement parking should be removed, parking one side of road 

(alternating) possible. Introduce zebra crossings. There should be a timed N bound cycle lane on green Lanes as a 

minimum.  

 

4. Markfield Rd improvements  

 

MP is due to meet officers 15.11.16. LBH has provided preliminary drawings for a 1 way cycle track- it was agreed it 

should be 2 way 2.4m min.  

 

5. E bike scheme shelved by TfL  

 

AC requested an update and has been copied a TfL letter confirming this scheme has been shelved. There is a 

promise of a “Try Before you Buy” scheme. 

 

6. Next borough insert, due at LCC at end of November 

 

SC has drafted text with input from GG, PF and MP 

 

7. Meeting With Peray Ahmet 

 

PA has told AC and MP she would like to meet us. AC is arranging. It was agreed there should be a pre meeting to 

discuss strategy.  

 

8. Cycling Scrutiny Review LBH approved or rejected recommendations as follows- 

 

1, 2: Approved (with caveats on segregation where possible),  

 

3: Appointing cycling officer, not agreed. 

 



4: Quarterly meetings with HCC not agreed, but alternative arrangements agreed and modifying transport 

forum format (rec 5); 6, approved (network); 7, approved E/W Quietway,  

 

8: Trial work on temp basis- not agreed, 9 review of pinch points- partially agreed 

 

10: Approved to confirm parking on corners is prohibited;  

 

11: Allow 2way cycling agreed subject to review of impacts;  

 

12: Approved investigate slowing cycles at shared use areas and deterring MC’s.  

 

13: Approved annual cycle ride with Cllrs and HCC around cycle infrastructure;  

 

14: Cycle parking- bike hangars agreed; 15 bike stands agreed; 16, cycle hubs partially agreed;  

 

18: Removal of abandoned bikes- agreed. 19 bike conference- no 

 

20: School cycling charter, engage with secondary schools agreed  

 

It was agreed we should agree our response to these points before meeting with PA. GG is drafting HCC’s response 

on the resolutions (ahead of meeting). 


